ARC 15 - When the Saints Come - Mission 2 - 11406.17

Summary:  The Claymore parks near the Tesserakt.  The Orlosf have offered to save the Claymore from destruction in the future if they pass a test of judgment.  Q briefly stopped by to place his displeasure at the Orlosf's presence within normal space.  An hour has passed and the Captain and crew now figure out their next move while trying to make repairs.

**************************** Resume Mission ******************************

ACTION:  A bright light flashes on the bridge of the Claymore.

ACE Lt Blather says:
::Returns to the Master Systems Display, immediately checking the status of the warp plasma coils and power transfer conduit systems::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Having returned from visiting Tevis, is sitting at the helm::
Council Leico says:
::Blinks a few times looking around the strange place.::  Outloud: I am Leico.  I am assigned as your Council and advisor.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::In the temporary sickbay, resting uncomfortably enough on a biobed to remain conscious::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns slightly toward the Captain.  In a dry tone...::  CO:  Intruder alert?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Looks up from the console he's in front of to Hawk, then towards T'Shara::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Stands from her chair at the center of the bridge and looks up at the new arrival.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks at Hawk and then Davis::
ACE Lt Blather says:
*ENG*: Blather to Park
ENG Ens Park says:
*ACE*: Park here, go ahead.

SCENE:  The tall grey skinned man stands near the main viewscreen.  His silver clothes drape loosely around his thin frame.

OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks at Blather then at the MSD, his arm in a sling made of someone's shirt. His damaged hand and arm apparently cleaned up somewhat.  He looks at the status lights.  It felt like they were making no progress.::
ACE Lt Blather says:
*ENG*: What's your status with the transfer systems? My systems here report irregularities in the plasma transfer systems.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Puts up her hand slightly to Hawk::  CAG: Let's see what Leico has to say first.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::In one of the generously named "surgical rooms" - a space set aside by hermetic drapes and sterilization equipment - working slowly and steadily on Marie Tevis::
ENG Ens Park says:
*ACE*: That's correct, sir. The taps along the power transfer conduits are all out of sync for some reason, on both PTCs. The computer won't let us automatically resync them, so we're having to do it manually at each of the taps.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::In the cargobay moving through the rows of patients checking on people as he goes.::

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Moves a little closer to Leico::  Leico: Council and advisor you say?

ACTION:  Another bright light appears in the make shift sickbay.

ACE Lt Blather says:
::Sighs, feeling the same way Fong does, though he doesn't necessarily know this for sure::
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Looks around the room at the wounded.::
ACE Lt Blather says:
*ENG*: Keep me apprised. I'll redirect more people your way as I can. Engineering out.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Pauses his restless tapping of one hand's fingers against his other hand, laying down a few beds across from Damrok at the sudden flash::
Council Leico says:
CO: Yes I was assigned to assist you on judgment if you choose that path.
CMC CPO Richards says:
::Moves in towards the middle of the Bridge as well, joining in the looking contest::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Glances up as a light appears in the room and sees someone standing there he moves over cautiously.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Bites his tongue, realizing it's not his ship, and he probably doesn't want to jump T'Shara's play::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Glances up from her work as she sees a bright light flash through the transparent curtains::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Squints a bit, shielding his eyes at the temporary bright light, and wonders whether he's still experiencing the symptoms of his concussion::
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Finds himself looking at the makeshift sling::  OPS: Are you alright there? We can probably keep things moving along here, if you want to get that checked out.
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Moves through cargo bay 2 looking down at the wounded she passes.  A thin smile washes over her face as she passes trying to let the wounded know everything is fine.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
Aminbal:  Excuse me, who are you and what are you doing here?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs slightly through clenched teeth as she rediverts her attention to Marie's surgery. Other members of her staff, or Doctor Foster, can handle whatever might happen out there. Right now...Tevis is her sole responsibility::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks, noticing the reactions of others out of the corner of his eyes and realizing that the light probably isn't boredom mixed with pain medication, and briefly considers sitting up::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Leico: Assist us.....  How exactly would you assist us if I may ask?
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Stops and turns to Lieutenant Foster.::  CNS:  I am Doctor Aminbal.  I was sent here to review your wounded and your ship’s needs.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Glances down at his console with a frown::  CO:  Captain, sensors read another....  guest...  in Cargo Bay 2.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Charges in to what is currently serving as Sickbay, dragging along another crew member who looks to be totally out of it::
CNS Lt Foster says:
Aminbal:  Sent by who?

MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Emerges from another OR, wiping his hands, as he sees a strange figure with Doctor Foster. He mutters.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Closes his eyes for a moment then sighs, then shakes his head:: ACE: Nah, I had it looked at.  I'll be fine.  What is left on the list?
ENG Crew Durmstange says:
::Moaning slightly, not really aware of her surroundings; she has a significantly plasma burn on the right side of her face::
Council Leico says:
CO: I would answer any questions you may have on the judgment process.  The integration of repairs, and mostly to act as council between your vessel and the Orlosf.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Glances at Hawk and nods.::  Leico: Is this other guest with you?  And how many more are there?
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Stares blankly at him::  OPS: The same things that were on it an hour ago. We've stopped the plasma leak, but we're still trying to plug the problem--and the transfer system seems totally off, so even if we had the leak fixed we'd still be unable to get things going.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::As she's just about to complete the last procedure, suddenly Tevis' monitors begin to blare, her brain beginning to bleed::  
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Looks past Foster.::  CNS:  I am here on the orders of the Orlosf.   I am to assess the damage.  ::Begins to move towards the curtains.::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Drags Durmstange to the nearest empty cot/bed::  All: Help!
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Shouts:: Backup in OR 2 stat!   ::Her voice both professional and with the slightest tinge of panic, as her hands rush to stop the failing capillaries::
OPS Lt Fong says:
ACE: How long can we keep the plasma flow as is before we start running into problems?  ::he pauses:: ACE: More problems.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Leico: Excuse me for asking Leico but how do you expect me and my crew to trust you.  We know nothing about the Orlosf and yet we are contacted by them that we are to be judged for what we do not know and it could mean the death and destruction of this ship and crew.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Moves to block Aminbal::  Aminbal:  You can't go back there, there is a surgery underway and we don't need anyone interrupting.
Council Leico says:
CO:  There are two of us.  Doctor Aminbal is here to assess damage to ship and crew.  She is a biomedical engineer.  Or that is the closest translation I can come up with.
RN Sren says:
::Almost magically appears beside Raeyld, speeding the doctor's work by knowing exactly which tools to provide her, somehow before she even needs them::
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Looks down at Foster.::  CNS:  There is a life about to go extinct.  ::Continues to attempt to move past Foster.::  I can help if I act quickly.  I mean no harm to your crew.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
RN: She's...she's......
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Turns towards the wall display, pointing at Engineering::  OPS: With a minimal output, we could get systems back online in a reduced form. An increase for full systems function is going to require recalibration of the taps along the power transfer conduits, which might take an hour or two manually.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Manages to make the effort to, while not sit up, somewhat rearrange himself to watch the increased activity curiously::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Glances back at the curtain hesitating knowing Raeyld was in there with Tevis.::
RN Sren says:
::Maintains her perfect calm, even as she rattles out near-certain-death vitals:: CMO: Blood pressure falling, brainwaves diminishing.  Doctor...
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Moves further into the substitute Sickbay for help::
Council Leico says:
CO:  The Orlosf live in the 8 known dimensions.  They witness space time with in the 8 dimensions at one single time.  If they have requested to assess the Ship and your crew, then they have their reasons.  They are peaceful in nature Captain.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Each repair she makes, another two capillaries seem to fail, as the damage continues to cascade through Tevis' brain...but her fingers keep working:: RN: NO. I SAID I'd take CARE of her.
ACE Lt Blather says:
OPS: If the taps are back in sync and the plasma leak is addressed, we might be able to make some progress.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Leico: Assess damage...  Why?  Is this Doctor Aminbal going to help as well or just making a report for whoever sent you?
Doctor Aminbal says:
CNS: I must pass.  ::Continues to move towards the curtain.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Listens intently, admittedly lost in all this; he wonders how much more everyone else knows::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Props himself up on his elbows a bit, still squinting a bit...knows there is some commotion, but isn't really comprehending much of what's going on around himself at the moment::
Council Leico says:
CO: She can help with damage, but her sole function is to assess and report.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Hears the sounds coming from Raeyld and the equipment he sighs, not sure if he could stop Aminbal if he wanted to.::  Aminbal:  This way.  ::Leads the way moving ahead of the doctor to get to the "surgery ward" ahead of Aminbal, stepping inside.::
CMC CPO Richards says:
::Shifts towards Damrok::  XO: You alright, Commander?
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Follows close by and moves in across from Raeyld.::   CMO: Her life is failing.
RN Sren says:
::Assisted at far too many of these...and with far too many of these... She continues, but tries once more:: CMO: Doctor...you can't keep up.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Continues looking for a doctor or nurse, not wanting to engage in triage; his specialty is forcing others to triage, not so much putting people back together::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Lies back down::  CMC:  ...Not really.  Still very nauseated, and dizzy.  ::Lays his hands over his stomach::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Doesn't so much as ask who she is...or respond to Sren:: Aminbal: Yes.   ::Swallows, as she continues:: Can you help her?
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Arrives on the bridge from briefing the rest of the tactical section heads in the armory offices...tilts her head slightly, and as she sees an unfamiliar individual, wonders why she wasn't called sooner::
Doctor Aminbal says:
CMO: You must step back.  ::Pulls her hands out of her silver clothes.  One hand clutching a small green device.::

ACTION:  Tevis goes flat line on the operating table.

CNS Lt Foster says:
::Steps back and taps his commbadge.::  *CO*:  Foster to T'Shara.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Without stopping, but with a catch in her voice as she speaks:: Aminbal: Whatever you can do...do it. Whatever you need me to do, say it.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Stands looking at Leico, her hands folded behind her back::  Leico: I see.  Thank you for the information on the Orlosf.  That is more than we knew and with Q appearing it hasn't helped in the matter.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns away for a moment and taps her commbadge::  *CNS*: T'Shara here Counselor go ahead.
Doctor Aminbal says:
Outloud: Stand back.  ::Raises her right hand holding the device.  Her other hand she plunges into Tevis's chest in a brilliant light.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Doesn't look at Blather, rather starts typing into a recessed pannel on the MDS, looking at the calibration procedure for the taps, trying to track down a software malfunction.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Releases and stands back the moment she's instructed, and instead grabs a nearby tricorder, flipping it open to scan::
CNS Lt Foster says:
*CO*:  We have a guest down here captain, says she's here to review our wounded and ship needs.

SCENE:  As Aminbal's hand hits Tevis's chest Space Time itself tears open.  The entire biobed ripples as if now made of an unknown liquid.

Doctor Aminbal says:
::Her hand reaches in deeper into the rift until it reaches Aminbal's elbow.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Stares as Aminbal does...something to Tevis,, not sure what to make of it.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CNS*: Aye, Counselor we have another visitor up here as well.  He has instructed me of the same thing.
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Turns and sees Fong working at the console::  OPS: We have teams at two of the three taps now.
CNS Lt Foster says:
*CO*:  Understood, will keep you posted.  ::His voice distracted as he continues to watch Aminbal.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Continues scanning, every spectrum she can think of, as she light display goes on before her, her finger manipulating the tricorder while her eyes stare into the depths of the space between dimensions::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Heads back towards Durmstange, picking up a tricorder and hypo on the way back::

SCENE:  Aminbal grabs something deep within the rift and begins to pull.  After a few seconds Tevis is pulled from the rift replacing what was there.  The space time rift folds back out of the open rift and all in normal again.  Tevis is awake on the table with no signs of ever having a wound.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CNS*: Please do.  Continue to monitor the Doctor as we are up here.  T'Shara out
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Frowns at Foster's tone::  *CNS*:  Theron...  how's it going with Marie?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Starts to try to get up as the general commotion in the bay signals some alarms in his head, but the room starts to spin and he lies back down again, hopeful that it will be rectified without his delirious attention::
ENG PO1 T’karasays:
*Engineering*: T'kora to Main Engineering.
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Steps back putting the device back in her pocket.  She takes a few more steps and rests against an open bed.::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Sits down next to her, flipping open the tricorder and scanning::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks his eyes mostly closed at the sudden light, trying to peer at what it is, before uncharacteristically yawning and losing his train of thought upon spotting Damrok's attempted movement::  XO:  Ah, that's where you were sir.
CNS Lt Foster says:
*CAG*:  I...I don't know, Aminbal says she can help though, I will let you know as soon as I know more.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
*CNS*:  Wait!  Raeyld said it was minor surgery...  she was going to do it herself.  What do you mean you don't know?!?
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Sighs::  *ENG*: Blather here. Go ahead.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CTO:  I don't...Kytides?  ::Shifts a bit to look over::  What happened?  ::Lies flat again and closes his eyes, trying to regain some semblance of concentration::
Council Leico says:
::Looks at the people on the bridge.::  CO:  Captain do you have a decision on judgment?
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Makes note of the dizzy Cardassian, and decides to dismiss whatever ruckus Raeyld's got herself into this time, and heads over toward Damrok::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Adjusts the hypo with a mild pain killer, applying it immediately::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CO: Sure would be nice to know a little more about...judgment...
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Curses himself for not watching what he said, he had been too distracted by whatever had been going on, he glances over to Tevis and the monitors to see what they read.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Double-checks her tricorder, and the systems scans:: CNS: She's....fine.    ::Looks to Aminbal:: ::Simply:: Aminbal: Thank you.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks again and considers, then blinks again and answers::  XO:  Dunno sir, lot of lights flashing though.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Sighs in relief.:: *CAG*:  Tevis is going to be ok Sky.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Blinks, looking up at the strange curtained "ceiling," then sits up, looking at those around her::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Raises her eyebrow slightly, not sure what's going on...or what this "judgment" is all about::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Shoulder sag as he lets out a sigh of relief::  *CNS*:  Thanks, Theron.  You had me nervous there for a second.  Hawk out.
ENG PO1 T’kora says:
*ACE*: Lieutenant, the plasma injector is pretty well chewed up here. The leak has severely damaged several of the warp field coils.
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Through labored breathing she smiles.::  CMO: It was the right thing to do.  We need everyone here for judgment.


MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Approaches Damrok and Kytides, opening his tricorder:: XO: Commander.... What are you in here for?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::After what seems like an unusually long period of contemplation::  CTO:  ...Ah.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Quietly rests a restraining hand on Tevis' arm, as the girl probably has no idea what's going on at the moment...but it's not really the time to address that yet:: Aminbal: I see. Thank you, nonetheless. I am grateful.    May I ask...for or on what, are we being judged?
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Watches as Durmstange seems to relax slightly, though she still looks to be in pain::
Council Leico says:
::Walks down closer to Captain T'Shara.::  CO: The Q are not pleased the Orlosf have violated a Q treaty, or should I say demand to stay out of this dimension.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Waves towards the medical officer across the way, with the others::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Opens his eyes, startled by the unexpected presence of another person addressing him; looks up at Jennings with glassy eyes::  MO:  I only...barely remember.  ::Perhaps more than anything, the lack of memory of the incident is bothering him, as his recall is usually total, at least in the visual aspect::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Starts to stand up when she feel's Raeyld's hand just barely keeping her from rising, and quickly falls back into place, as she realizes the Doctor is speaking to some stranger, and Foster and Sren are looking on. She tries to remember what led to this particular moment::
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Looks at Fong::  *ENG*: How long to repair?
Doctor Aminbal says:
::Begins to stand taller.::  CMO: I am not the council I do not have the reasons the Orlosf have choosen this vessel nor what it will be judged on.  I am here to assess.
ENG PO1 T’kora says:
*ACE*: We're still assessing the damage
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
XO: That's all right, Commander. I suppose that's what I'm here for.  ::Glances momentarily at Kytides, with a sort of critical expression, before turning his attention more respectfully back to Damrok::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods slightly, placing her hands back down to her sides::  Leico: That we gathered from our little visit.  ::Glances back at Davis, always blunt::  Can you tell us anymore about this judgment?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
Aminbal: I see. To assess what?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks a third time at Jennings' approach, his distracted tapping continuing unabated::
RN Sren says:
::Steps away from the biobed and brushes up near Foster:: CNS: Doctor... ::Glances out the OR door::
ACE Lt Blather says:
OPS/*ENG*: I'd like a straight answer from one person today. Let me know when you have an estimate.
Council Leico says:
CO: I do not know the judgment in which the Orlosf has chosen for you.  I will only get some information once you choose.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Nods at the lieutenant and goes back to pulling up information on the plasma system.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CO/Leico: That's convenient.  ::Turns to T'Shara::  CO: What do you think?
Doctor Aminbal says:
CMO: The vessel damage and the state of the crew.  I must report this to the Orlosf so they can make the needed repairs for judgment.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
Leico:  You said you were our advisor and Counselor?   What kind of advice and counsel can you offer?
ACE Lt Blather says:
OPS: I'm going to head up to the nacelle where T'kora is at and see this for myself. I can't stay here and wait any longer.
Council Leico says:
CEO: I have not found it convenient.  I have often found the Orlosf to be...  ::Searches for the correct words.::  Tight lipped on what they have seen.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Without so much as glancing at Foster:: Aminbal: This was not our only critical injury. We lost some other members of our crew in our last encounter. Will you be able to recover them as well? As part of the repairs?  ::Steadily::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Looks up sharply at Raeyld's words, her mind starting to wonder...::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Listening intently to the conversation between Raeyld and Aminbal he is startled when Sren approaches.::  Sren:  Yes?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to Davis again::  Leico: Perhaps in some cases it is better that they don't tell everything they see.  But, in this case I would like to know more.
RN Sren says:
CNS: Do you have a moment for a word? ::Indicates outside of the OR, a bit of distance from Aminbal::
Council Leico says:
CAG: If you feel your people are just and deserving of the gift the Orlosf are willing to bestow then I advise you accept judgment.  However if your people are not true of heart and wish to try and let your natural future take place, then you should reject the offer of judgment.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
Jennings:  I suppose it is.  ::Closes his eyes again, assuming Jennings will let him know if his participation is required::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
Leico/CO/CAG: It sounds like we're not going to get more than this. To know more, we have to sign the dotted line.
CNS Lt Foster says:
RN:  Of course.  ::Moves out of the OR with Sren.::
Council Leico says:
CO: From the Orlosf's telling this vessel will be lost and all hands aboard will die within a few hours.  If you wish to proceed on that course then the Orlosf will accept your decision.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CEO: Aye, Commander that is the logical assumption.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
XO: All right, Commander. Looks like you've sustained a concussion, as well as some cranial fracturing, in addition to any minor aches and pains you may be experiencing. I can treat the concussion, but due to the location of the fracturing, I recommend minor surgery to repair the break.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns to the Captain::  CO:  Problem is, we have no idea what "just and deserving" means to the Orlosf.  We know nothing of the culture.  To them, just and deserving could be completely opposite from what we would consider it.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Smiles slightly at Leico's last statement::  CO:  Of course, that being the alternative, it seems we should roll the dice.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Stands up and moves towards Jennings and the other officers::
Doctor Aminbal says:
CMO: I cannot speak for the Orlosf, but I would expect everything to be returned to normal operations of this vessel and crew.

RN Sren says:
::In a hushed tone, so as to be reasonably sure Aminbal and at least Raeyld, won't hear her:: CNS: Did you see what happened there?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG: Or maybe they are speaking from our own understanding. It's hard to say, but I'm not sure we have a few hours to argue semantics.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Nods in agreement with the CEO::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CEO: I think we don't have much choice we either take our chance and possibly die in a few hours or we do this judgment and take the chance we might be saved if the Orlosf are telling the truth.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Speaks in an equally hushed tone.::  RN:  I saw something, not sure if I understood it though.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Shrugs::  CO: I'm not sure there's another way of considering it, that doesn't require a hell of a lot more time and consideration.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks at her crew and then back to Leico::  Leico: We will accept the offer of judgment.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Approaches the group, now clearly recognizing Damrok::  XO: Sir. 
RN Sren says:
CNS: It was as if she....-pulled-, another Doctor Tevis from that light. If that's what she's doing...pulling other versions to our own dimension...what does it mean if they "restore" the crew we lost, as Doctor Raeyld asked?
Council Leico says:
::Bows.::  CO: As you wish Captain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Leico: What is our next step?  And can you now tell us more about what we are being judged for?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Glances over at the CEO::  CEO:  Out of the pan...
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Closes her eyes briefly, the first peace since the voices started:: Aminbus: ...Thank you.

ACTION:  A bright light flashes on the bridge and within cargo 2.   Both Doctor Aminbal, and Leico vanish from the ship.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Eyes still closed::  Jennings:  I will, of course, accept your recommendation.  Please schedule it at your earliest convenience.

SCENE:  The Tesserakt emits a metallic beam that strikes the Claymore's nacelles.

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Hesitates for a moment, frowning::  CO: I was expecting something different there..
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Sees the stranger disappear, and finally looks to Raeyld:: CMO: Doctor...what in the universe is going on here? And what ARE those voices?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Takes a moment to process, but eventually recognizes the voice and opens his eyes::  TGS:  Mister Oley.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
XO: Well, from the flash of light, I assume the circus in OR1 is nearly finished. I'll take you in myself as soon as they're out. Until then, with your permission, I'll begin treating the concussion.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Sighs as he thinks of the ramifications.::  RN:  Is there any way to know if she is our Tevis or one from somewhere else?  We might want to hold off on any other healings till we can answer that.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns around and faces Davis::  CEO: I was expecting something different as well.  I thought they were going to help not disappear.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Nods to Damrok and turns towards Jennings::  MO: I brought a wounded engineer or operations officer up here. She's burned pretty badly--I'm not sure there's anything else I can do, with the limited training I have.
RN Sren says:
CNS: There are some scans we can run...check for quantum signatures, see if she's from our timeline, as opposed to an alternate. But...there's no guarantee we can even detect signs of what they can d--

SCENE:  It begins to pulling on the Claymore tearing her from space time.  The Claymore is pulled inside out, then back again.   All damage is gone.  All dead are alive and all wounded are healed.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Stunned::  CO:  Captain...  I...ummm... read no damage...  and a complete crew compliment.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Blinks...as she finds herself suddenly seated at her desk in her office in sickbay - notably very unexploded.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Frowns::  CO:  We're also 50 light years from where we were...  oh, a second ago.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks, this time not in medicated stupor, as he finds himself suddenly standing at primary tactical on the bridge, and opens his mouth to comment on it, before closing it, before opening it again, for once completely stupefied::
ACE Lt Blather says:
::Finds himself back in Engineering, having just left it ten minutes ago; confused::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Glances up and finds himself at his desk in his office::  Self:  What the hell.  ::Gets up and moves to the door connecting his office with sickbay ordering it open and steps into sickbay, which is now back in one piece.::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Suddenly finds himself in bed, and sits up sharply:: Blast it!
Fractured message says:
COMM: To any vessels in the area...   Our colony is in danger...    Massive asteri.....   our communications are failin...
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::In the first officer's chair on the bridge...?::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::She walks over to the helm next to Hawk::  CAG: How is that possible....  There is no damage and full compliment.  ::she raises an eyebrow::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Stands from her desk and peers out the door, into the main ward, finding it empty of any but standard alpha shift personnel::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Disoriented now if only because of the jarring clarity that has been suddenly imposed upon him::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Shakes his head::  CO:  I don't know...  I would guess we're been assessed as needing repaired for judgment.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Looks up from her station near the front of the ward, now with 50% MORE confusion!::

*************** Pause Mission ***************
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